
 
New guide position open for the next winter season 2018-2019!  
 
We are currently looking for new employee to be part of this small, exciting and 
innovative business. 
 
We will hiring for the winter season 2018-2019.  
 
Please send a full application to jobs@wanderingowl.com including: 

- your CV 
- your photography portfolio. Please use some online sharing platform, such as Dropbox 

or similar, rather than email attachments. 
- Your motivation letter. 

 
NB. If you have previously applied for a guide position before, you only need to send us an email about your 
interest and we will resume your application. 
 
DEADLINE 15th July 
Final decision by August 1st. 
 

What we expect from you: 
- Enthusiasm, participation, will to improve this organization, commitment for the 

company and flexibility when possible. 

- We are a small company and sometimes we need to adjust the working load and tasks 
among employees to cover all needs, and are therefore we are looking for someone 
who is interested in diverse tasks. 

What we can offer: 
- A creative working environment, diverse tasks, responsibility, involvement, possibility 

of  independent work. 
- We are always open for feedback and appreciate our employees’s input for the success 

of the company. 
- We are value based, environmentally friendly, and respectful towards our employees.           
- We work actively to improve our organization to minimize stress, provide clear 

working tasks and work efficiently. 
 



 
 

 
 
DAY TOUR & NORTHERN LIGHTS GUIDE 
 

Main tasks: 
- Guiding northern light tours (driving, informing and entertaining the guests, taking 

pictures of the guests and northern lights, lighting a bonfire, serving a meal)  
- Guiding snowshoeing tours at day and night, informing and entertaining the guests, 

taking pictures of the guests and northern lights, lighting a bonfire, serving a meal) 
- Guiding fjord tours at daytime and preparing the food for the tour (sandwiches and hot 

beverages) 

Requirements 
Knowledge of the Tromsø area and guiding experience 

- Drivers licence B and experience in driving in winter conditions, Tromsø area and 
guiding experience 

- Good communication/language skills 
- Day and night photography skills 

Desired additional skills 
Enthusiasm and knowledge especially about the northern lights and weather reading 
(can be acquired) 

- Good physical condition and experience in winter sports (snowshoeing not specifically 
required) 

- Practical skills, solution oriented thinking 



 

 
 

 
 
GOOD TO KNOW for your application: 
Photography portfolio: show us both day and night photography if relevant, portraits are very 
welcome too. You will be photographing people a lot, so your ability to take good photos of 
people is as important as landscapes. 
You may think night photography is challenging… but beware, day photography can be even 
more. The weather here can change fast and sometimes the light can be challenging.: show us 
both day and night photography if relevant, portraits are very welcome too. You will be 
photographing people a lot, so your ability to take good photos of people is as important as 
landscapes. 
Technical skills: specify which software you are familiar with in photo and film editing and 
your level of experience, if relevant. 
Language: specify your proficiency both spoken and written. 
 
 
Cheers 
The Wandering Owl team 
 


